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INTHAL COMMENTS OF THE DAYTON POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY 

On June 25,2008, the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio ("Conmiission") issued an 

order regarding the five year review of OAC Chapters 4901:1 -17 and 4901:1-18 be conducted 

puisuant to ORC Section 119.032. The Commission invited interested parties to file conmients 

on proposed rules changes to those Chapters, aloT̂ g with changes to select provisions in other 

Ch^ters ofthe Ohio Administrative Code by August 11,2008. In addition, the Commission 

invited interested parties to provide input on a series of questions presented along with the 

Commission Staffs proposed mle changes. The filing date for initial comments was extended to 

September 10,2008 by order dated August 1,2008 which granted a motion for that extension. 

The Dayton Power and Light Company ("DP&L") hereby submits its comments to the proposed 

rule changes and new rules as set forth in the Jime 25,2008 Order. 

L APPENDIX A—RESPONSES TO COMMISSION OUESTIONS 

Appendix A to the Commission's June 25,2008 Order included a series of questions. 

DP&L's responses arc below. 

rechnlcian 
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ENERGY CONSERVATION 

1. Are there programs related to enorgy conservation for low-income customers which the 
commission should consider? If so, provide program details and quantitative analysis of 
the results ofthe program. 

Energy conservation programs for low-income customers should be proposed by the 
ndljties in the utilities' fiHngs in connection with Senate Bil! 221 implementation. 
Consideratioa of low income programs together with aU other customer programs 
will be the most efficient means by which to analyze programs. Consequently each 
individual EDU's energy conservation program will best be considered iu the 
context of the comprehensive filings to comply with the provisions of SB 221 ratlier 
than in this proceedmg. 

2. Have you conducted oi are you aware of any studies which demonstrate a difference in 
energy consumption between Ohio's PIPP customers, non-PlPP low-income customers 
and all other customers? If there is a difference in consumptionj please quantify the 
difference and provide an explanation, including any evidence to justify the difference in 
consumption, 

DP&L has not conducted or is aware of any studies which demonstrate a difference 
la energy consumption between PIPP and all other customers. 

3. What are the number and percentage of PIPP customers who have been served by energy 
conservation programs in each ofthe last 5 years and cumulatively? 

No responsive data available. 

4. What are the estimated number and percentage of PIPP customers who have never been 
served by energy conservation programs? 

No responsive data available. 

5. What would be the expected Mcf/ kWh energy savings for a typical PIPP customer if all 
cost-effective energy conservation measures were installed? 

Please see response to question number 1. 

6. What would be the expected bill savings for a typical PIPP customer if all cost-effective 
energy conservation measures were installed? 

Please see response to question number 1. 
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7. What would be the potential total Mcf / kWh savings if cost-effective energy 
conservation measures were implemented for all PIPP customers? 

Please see response to question number 1. 

8. What would be the cost of expanding energy conservation programs to implement cost-
effective energy conservation measures for all PIPP customers? 

No responsive d^tn available. 

9. What barriers may exist to expanding energy conservation programs or achieving 
conservation savings for low income consumers? 

The potential barriers to expanding energy conservation programs or achieving 
conservation savings for low income consumers are many, including but not limited 
to what is perhaps tbe biggest banier—convincing low income customers to 
participate in such programs. Indeed, chang;ing customer behavior will be a 
significant challenge regardless of income level. Additional barriers may also 
include concems regarding the uncertainty surrounding the extent to which the 
utility win be able to recover the costs of such programs. 

10. What opportunities may exist to improve on existing conservation and "weatherization 
programs for low income consumers? 

Please see response to question number 1, 

FOREGONE DISCONNECTION AND ASSOCIATED REVENUES 

1. For companies that do not disconnect customers according to the timelines and payment 
levels provided for in the proposed rules in Chapter 4901:1-18 of the Administrative 
Code, should the uncollected charges incmred beyond the timelmes specified in the rules 
be ineligible for recovery from other customers? 

No. The reasons that customers may not be disconnected within certain timelines 
vary widely. For example, in certain instances, the cost of discounectiug a given 
customer may be greater than tbe amount of the customer's arrearage. Therefore, 
it would be inappropriate and inequitable to deem all charges incurred beyond the 
timelines ineligible for recovery from other customers. 

PREPAH) METERS 

Since DP&L is not pursuing prepaid meters at this time, it is not in a position to 
respond to the questions on this topic. 
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OTHER 

Should customers be permitted to choose the monthly due date of their bills on an annual 
basis? If so, should there be any limits oa the date selected? For companies which do 
permit the customers to select dieir due date on an extended basis, please explain how 
your program works and the impact it has had on bill payment. 

DP&L does not currentiy permit a customer to choose the monthly due date- Doing 
so would be fraught with cost and administrative challenges. Moreover, it would 
have a significant adverse impact on DP&L's ability to manage casb-fiow and 
efHciently operate its business. Such a change would require more complex cash 
forecasting models add require extensive billing system changes* This would result 
in increased overall operating expenses, which would have an adverse customer 
impact 

What data should be annually reviewed to determine the impact and success of a 
proposed low-income program? 

DP&L cannot fairly respond to this question in that the term "low income 
programs" is undefined. The question could call for different responses depending 
on the specific low income program. 

3. With the proposed elimination of payday lenders as authorized payment agents, what 
other outlets are readily available to customers that are, or could be, authorized payment 
agents? What is the cost and what equipment, if any, is required to establish an 
authorized payment agent? For example, if neighborhood drugstores became payment 
agents, what would be the cost associated with establishing that new authorized payment 
agent location? For those companies that still have company-owned payment centers, 
please list the location(s) of those centers. 

As explained more thoroughly in DP&L's comments with respect to Rule 4901:1-10-
22, the proposed elimination of payday lenders as authorized payment agents will 
have a significant negative impact for low-income customers and DP&L is 
proposing the elimination of that provision for tiiis reason. Currentiy, DP&L only 
accepts payday lenders when there are no other r^Ustic agent-candidates in the 
geographic area. Tbe candidate pool is severely limited because the current 84 cents 
allowable charge make It extremely diflfcnlt to attract other pay agents. 

4. Staff has proposed to delete references to primary and secondary sources of heat Is gas 
Or natural gas used as a secondary source of heat and, if so, quantify the number of 
residential customers with gas or natural gas as the secondary source of heat, (gas only) 

Not applicable to DP&L. 
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5. Given fhe changes proposed in the PIPP program, should the proposed program be given 
a new name to distinguish it from the current PIPP program? If so, do yon have a 
suggestion for the new name? (gas only) 

Not applicable to DP&L. 

6. Staff proposes to incorporate the residential and non-residential disconnection and 
reconnection provisions ofthe Electric Service Standards at Chapter 4901:1-10, O.A.C., 
and the Gas Service Standan^s at Chapter 4901:1-13 into Chapter 4901:1-18, O.A.C. 
Staff believes that doing so would enhance future comprehensive reviews of the 
disconnection and reconnection rules. Is there any reason not to adopt Staffs proposal? 

DP&L has no objection provided that the mles continue to differentiate between 
residential and non-residential disconnection and reconnection provisions. 

7. In proposed Rules 4901:148-06(A)(5)(e) and 4901:1-17-04(A), O.A.C., an existing 
customer, if disconnected, must pay the amount past due listed on the disconnection 
notice, and may be required to pay a reconnection fee and a security deposit to be 
reconnected. Proposed Rule 4901:1-17-03(D), O.A.C., provides that any unpaid charges 
for previous residential service must be paid before service may be re-established (in 
addition to rc-cstablishing the applicant's credit). What should be the reqmred time 
interval between when the provisions of proposed Rule 4901:1-17-03(D), O.A.C., which 
is applicable to an apphcant for service, apply as opposed to an existing customer under 
proposed Rules 4901:l-18-06(A)(5)(e) and 4901:1-17-04(A), O.AC? hi other words, 
how long must a customer's service be discormected before the customer or former 
customer is considered a new applicant pureuant to proposed Rule 4901:l-17-03p), 
O.A.C.? 

DP&L's practice is to render a final bill to customers shut-off for non-payment ten 
days after disconnection. After that point, the customer is considered a new 
applicant DP&L believes this to be a reasonable time period. 

n . APPENDIX B—OSCAR REPORT ItEORGANIZATION 

DP&L respectfully proposes defening consideration of revisions to the OSCAR report 

format at this time. The Ohio Department of Development is currently in the process of revising 

the electric PIPP program, and new rules are expected at anytime. DP&L believes that revisions 

to the OSCAR report format would be best considered after the new electric PIPP program mles 

have been issued. 
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DP&L does, however note that Appendix B requires that "information should be 

provided monthly and the data should be as ofthe 28* day of each individual month." Cunently, 

DP&L provides OSCAR data at the end ofthe revenue month (afler all customers have biUed for 

the month). This process is in alignment will all other DP&L fmancial reporting. Imposing a 

requirement that reporting should be as ofthe 28'̂  of each month will result in data that is not as 

meaningful or helpful to the Conmiission or the ODOD in making month-to-month or year-to-

year comparisons. By way ofconcrete example, in January 2008 approximately 86% of 

DP&L*s customers would have been bi lied by January 28*̂ ', along with 10% from the precedmg 

month. February's report would have February's 90% ofthe customer base, plus 14% fix)m 

January. Any attempt to analyze fluctuation between periods would not be possible if reporting 

is based upon a somewhat arbitrary calendar date rather than based upon a revenue month. 

DP&L pKiposes xeportuig based upon revenue month rather than calendar date in order to yield 

more meaningful mformation contained in the report. 

m . CHAPTER 4901:1-17 ESTABLISHMENT OF CREDIT FOR RESIDENTIAL 
SERVICE 

A. 4901;M7-03(A) 

Subsection (1) of this rule provides that an applicant can demonstrate Hie applicant's 

financial responsibility if the applicant owns real property and "has demonstrated financial 

responsibility with respect to the property." DP&L recommends this criterion be deleted. From 

a practical standpoint, there is no workable objective method which can employed to evaluate an 

applicant's creditworthiness in this manner. Since this provision proves impossible to apply 

evenly, and other methods to establish creditworthiness exist, this criterion should be stricken. 
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With respect to subsection (2), utilities should be permitted to deny service based upon an 

^phcant's refusal to provide a social security number ("SSN"). The mtent of permitting utilities 

to establish the creditworthiness of an applicant is to ensure that the EDU is paid for the services 

provided, SSNs are the most efficient means to accomplish this goal, and the rules should 

encoiurage the quickest and most cost effective method to establish creditworthiness, not 

discourage Ihe use as fhe mle as proposed does, MoreovoTj requiring SSNs will protect 

customers as well as the utility. For example, DP&L also has the concern that when a credit 

report is pulled without using an SSN it is considered a *hard hit* and can affect the customer's 

credit score. In addition, the provision of a SSN by a customer to an EDU can help prevent 

identity theft Names, even extremely unique names, are easy to obtain. If EDU's are forced to 

provide service to hidividuals with little more than a name and an address, the chances of 

identity theft mcrcasc and anyone listed in fhe phone book with an address that could be given as 

a "former address" for verification purposes is a potential identity theft victhn. If in order to 

obtain service a customer has to give a name and SSN, the potential field of identity theft victims 

shrinks to those who have already had their SSN stolen. 

Since requiring an SSN to establish service protects both the EDU and the customers, 

DP&L proposes the rule should be amended to read: 

The applicant demonstrates that he/she is a satisfactory credit risk by means Ihat 
may be quickly and inexpensively chocked by the utihty. Under this provision, 
the urility may request the applicant's social security number in order to obtain 
credit nifonnation and to establish identity. Prior to requesting the applicant's 
social security number, the utility shall advise the applicant that it will use the 
social security number to obtain credit information and to establish identity^-aad 
that providing tho sooiol ooourity number is voluntary'. Tho utility may not rofiioo 
to provide gervioQ if the appHoant olocts not to provide his/her aociol acourity 
numbon If tho applicant declinoa tho ntility'c request for a social securit}^ 
number, the utility chall Infoim tho applicant of all othor options for establishing 
croditworthincss. 
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Rule 4901:1-17-03(A)(2) should be amended to be consistent with Rule 4901:1-17-

06(B)(2) regarding refunding deposits^ which rel eases deposits if **the customer has not had more 

than two occasions which his/her bill vras not paid by the due date." Therefore, DP&L proposes 

the following amendment: 

The ^ l icant demonstrates that he/she has had the same class and a similar 
type of utility service within a period of twenty-four consecutive months 
preceding the date of application, unless utility records indicate that the 
^licant 's Service was disconnected for nonpayment during the last twelve 
consecutive months of service^ or the apphcant had received two oonsooutivc 
bills with past due balances during liiat twelve-month period and provided 
further that the financial responsibility of the applicant is not otherwise 
impaired. 

Rule 4901:1-17-03(AX5) sets forth requirement concerning third party guarantors for a 

utility customer. A utility should be permitted to reqnire that a guarantor must be a customer of 

the EDU as stated in Rule 4901:1-10-05(D)(3). This practice avoids potential litigation if fhe 

guarantor does not pay and avoids a separate system to track the whereabouts of guarantors who 

are living outside ofthe service territory. As a customer ofthe EDU, the utility has a mechanian 

to bin the guarantor and collect, which results in a lower uncollectible expense. DP&L also 

recommends additional language that enables the utility to release a guarantor and bill the 

guarantee account a deposit if the guarantor no longer meets the criteria for crcditwordiiness. 

Consequently, DP&L proposes that this section should be amended to read: 

The applicant furnishes a creditworthy guarantor, who, at the utility's option, 
mav be required to be a customer of that utiHtv. to secure payment of bills in an 
amount sufScient for a sixty-day sirpply for the service requested. If a third party 
agrees to be a guarantor for a utility customer, he or she shall meet the criteria as 
defined in paragraph (A) of this rule or otherwise be creditworthy. Tfthe 
guarantor no longer meets the criteria for creditworthiness, the utility may release 
the guarantor and bill the guarantee account a deposit 
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Rule 4901:I-17-03(A)(5Xa) requires that any guarantor must sign a written guarantor 

agreement which includes the infonnation contained in the appendix to the proposed rule. 

DP&L proposes that the proposed rule be amended to make the signed written guarantee 

agreement one option, but also permit a verbal guarantee memorialized by a confimung letter 

explaining the rights and lesponsibilities ofthe guarantor sent by the EDU as another acceptable 

altemative. DP&L requires security before granting service to an applicant. As part of this 

practice, when a guarantor calls, DP&L will explain the rules and obligations to the guarantor 

over the telephone and determine a guarantor's creditworthiness. If the guarantor verbally agrees 

to be a guarantor, DP&L will grant service to tiie apphcant without delay, and send the 

confirming letter. This process has never resulted ia any issues and indeed is beneficial to fhe 

applicant in that it speeds the process of establishing service. Removing this altemative and 

instead mandating the more fomial Guarantor Agreement will only result in additional 

administrative expense and a delay in service to the applicant, 

DP&L thweforeproposes modifying rule 490l:l-17-03(A)(5)(a) as follows: 

The guarantor sfeaHr may he required to sign a written guarantor agreement that 
shall include, at a mkiimum, tbe inibrmation shown m the appendix to this mle. 
The company shall provide the guarantor with a copy ofthe signed agreement 
and shall keep the original on file during the term of the guaranty. 

As written, 4901:1 -17-03(A)(5)(c) permits a guaranteed customer to transfer service to a 

new location using Ihe same guarantor. A guarantor's creditworthiness is evaluated at the time 

the EDU accepts the individual as a guarantor. Occasionally, a guarantor's credit declines over 

time, therefore making a once eligible guarantor no longer eligible to guarantee an account. 

DP&L proposes altering this rule to permit the EDU to re-establish a guarantor's 

creditworthiness in the event ofa requested transfer of service. This will help protect against 

uncollectible accounts. In addition, this practice would also pennit the EDU to charge the 
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guarantor, if necessary, its portion ofthe unpaid final bill, which would release the guarantor of 

further responsibility for fhe closed (final billed) account. DP&L proposes the mle be amended 

as follows: 

When the guaranteed customer requests a transfer of service to a new location, an 
EDU mav determine creditworthiness ofthe guarantor for the previous account or 
new guarantor in the manner provided for in section (AYS) of this rule. Upon 
satisfying that provision, the utihty ̂ aH may send a new guarantor agreement to 
the guarantor... 

The appendix to the proposed mle contains the Guarantee Agreement. For the reasons 

more fuUy explained above, DP&L proposes this formal written agreement be an option 

available to the utilities, along with the altemative of permitting a verbal guarantee over the 

telephone to be memorialized m a written confirmation letter sent by the utihty. Nonetheless, 

DP&L also proposes that the language ofthe proposed Guarantee Agreement be amended as 

described below to be consistent with other changes proposed by DP&L. 

Consistent with DP&L*s comments regarding transferring service, the third paragraph of 

the Guarantor Agreement should be amended to read as follows: 

I understand that the company will send a notice to me when the customer 
requests to transfer service to a new location and 1 will have the option to sign a 
new guarantor agreement. I further understand the company has the right to re
establish mv creditworthiness to act as a guarantor for service at the new 
location. 

Paragraph six addresses termination ofthe Guarantor Agreement. As written, this 

paragraph would permit a guarantor to request termination after learning that the account has 

gone into collections, which would defeat the purpose ofthe guarantee. To address this concern, 

DP&L proposes that the language be modified as follows: 

I understand that I may terminate this guarantor agreement upon thirty days' 
written notice to (name of company) unless the customer account for which I am 
the .guarantor has already been placed in a collection activity at the time mv 
notice is received_bv the company, in which case I understand that I will not be 

10 
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released from mv payment obligations under this agreement until all outstaadinfi 
amounts owed in connection with the account have been paid. I also understand 
that, if I terminate this guarantor agreement, (customer's name) may be required 
to reestablish creditworthiness when I terminate the guaranty. 

B, 4901:1-17-04(0 

Tn order to capture the spirit and intent of 4901:1-17-04, subsection (C) should be 

expanded to pennit the utility to seek security from all credit risk customers. DP&L proposes 

the following amendment: 

A utility may require a deposit if the apph'cant for service was a customer of that 
utility, during the preceding twelve months, and had service disconnected for 
nonpayment, a fi^udulent act, tampering, or unauthorized reconnection, or has 
been issued a disconnection notice for non-pavment 

C. 4901:1-17-06 

As written, 4901:1-17-06(A) creates an undue admrnistrative burden of refunding any 

amount ofa customer's deposit remaining no matter how small, DP&L reconunends this rule be 

amended to be consistent with OAC 4901:1-10-14, which limits refunds to customers to an 

amount exceeding one doUar. DP&L therefore proposes the mle be amended to read: 

After discontinuing service, the utility shall promptly apply the customer's 
deposit, uicluding any accmed interest, to the final bill. The utility shall 
promptly refund to the customer any deposit, plus any accmed interest, 
remaining, unless the amount ofthe refund is less than one dollar. 

4901: l-l 7-06(B) sets forth the payment history criteria a customer must meet in order to 

have a deposit refunded. The mle shoiild be expanded, however to deter the issuance of bad 

checks to the utility. DP&L proposes adding the phrase "or issued any insufficient fund checks 

or payments to the utility" to the end of section (B)(1). 

11 
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IV. CHAPTER 4901:1-18 TERMINATION OF RESIDENTIAL SERVICE 

A. 4901:1-18-05 Extended payment plans and responsibilities 

The proposed amendments to this mle seek to institute multiple payment plans the utility 

is obUgated to offer to a customer whose account is delmqucnt. Specifically, the rule 

contemplates a one-sixth plan, modified one-sixth plan, one-twelfth plan, and a one-third plan for 

winter months. DP&L proposes making the offer ofthe modified one-sixth and one-twelfth 

plans optional rather than mandatory for several reasons. First, offering lour payment plans will 

result in increased confusion to the customers. Second, offering four plans will result m 

significant increase to DP&L's operating costs. For example, at a minimum, the following 

existing systems or procedures would need to be modified: billing system, all customer 

correspondence expl^niiig payment plans, and the coUections system, whicli during the winter 

months compares the one-sixth plan to the one-lhird plan and ofTers the customer the plan most 

beneficial to the customer. In addition, the one-twelfth plan represents bad policy in that it 

rewards a customer accumulating an arrearage and erases the benefit of subsection (D) to 

customers who are current on payments but would like aa even billing plan. Mandating this plan 

would remove one ofthe incentives a customer has to keep cunent witii payments. 

With respect to the specific language describuig the plans themselves, DP&L proposes 

certain modifications be made. The modified one-sixth plan should be amended to read as 

follows: 

At discretion of utility- Modified one-sixth plan - A plan that requires the 
customer to pay twenty-five per cent of his/her total balance and to enter into a 
one-sixth payment plan on the remaining balance in addition to full payment of 
current bills to begbi with the next biUing cycle, 

12 
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The phrase "At discretion of utitity-" should be added to the beginning of subsection (3) to be 

consistent with the proposal to make this and the one-twelfth plans optional. The latter proposed 

language is intended to make clear that the customer is still obligated to pay for current usage. 

Fmally, m subsection (4), the phrase "in addition to the three plans listed above" should 

be deleted to reflect the optional nature ofthe modified one-sixth and one-twelfth plans. This 

rule should be finlher modified to read as follows: 

In addition to the throo plana Hated above, dJDuring the winter heatuig season, the 
company shall offer the one-third payment plan for any bills that include any 
usage ooDurring finm between the dates of November 1 through April 15. The 
one-third plan requires payment of one-third ofthe balance due each month 
(arrearages plus current bill). For any outstanding balance remaining after the 
last one-third bill has been rendered, the company shali remove the customer 
fix>m the one-third payment plan and shall offer tiie customer the option to pay 
the balance or to enter into ono of tho three plans above, in this Tule_angfcCT 
payment plan, or PIPP provided that he/she meets the qualifications for that plan. 

Connecting the one-third plan to usage dates is impractical Moreover, the proposed change 

would be consistent with the language ofthe existing rule and more accurately reflect die intent 

of this provision. 

B. 4901 :l-18-06 Disconnection procedures for electric, gas, and natural gas 
utilities 

1. 4901:l-18-06fA^f3ycl 

Subsection (A)(3)(c) provides for certain notification to the Department of Job and 

Family Services ("DJFS") of impending disconnection. While DP&L has not had Ihe DJFS 

request this information in the past, it finds this provision troubling for several reasons. First and 

perh^s ofthe most critical importance, such an amendment would put all Ohio EDU's m the 

untenable position of having to violate one provision ofthe Ohio Administrative Code in order to 

comply with another. EDU's arc only permitted to release select pieces ofthe infonnation 

sought by the amendment without a customer*s prior written consent under limited 

13 
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circumstances. The release of this information for reasons other than those few circumstances 

can be done only with a customer's v/ritlen consent in a foim proscribed by the OAC. The DJFS 

would not fell under one ofthe limited categories which pennit release ofthe information 

without consent and it is doubtful that a customer already facing disconnect would be responsive 

to requests to sign a consent form. Consequently, in order for the EDU to release the information 

to comply with die proposed mle, it would necessarily have to violate OAC 4901:1-10-24(E)(1) 

which provides, in pertinent part, as follows: 

An EDU shall only disclose a customer's account number without the customer's 
written consent for EDU credit evaluation, collections and/or credit reporting and 
for CRES provider credit collections and/or reporting; for participants in 
programs funded by the universal service fund, pursuant to section 4928.54 ofthe 
Revised Code; for governmental aggregation, pursuant to section 4928.20 ofthe 
Revised Code; or pursuant to court order. The EDU must use the consent form set 
forth in paragraph (E)(3) of this mle; 

Releasing the information required by the proposed rule to the DJFS so that it "may use 

the infonnation to assist customers in the payment of delinquent utility bills in an effort to avoid 

disconnection of services" clearly does not qualify as one of die limited categories under which 

release of this information without consent would be permitted. Thus, under the proposed 

amended mle, in order to release this information to the DJFS, DP&L would be required to 

obtam prior customer consent via the written form specified by the Code.̂  This leads to the 

impiacticalities ofthe amendment because in practice it creates an interesting Catch-22: DP&L 

wouldn't be able to disconnect the customer unless it sent notice to DJFS, but DP&L couldn't 

send that notice to D,TFS without first obtaining the customer's consent. 

' OAC4901:1-10.24(E3(3). 

14 
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Another flaw concems the time period relating to the notices. Specifically, the proposed 

amendment calls for "ongomg notification" by "electronic means." This provision could be 

interpreted to require the EDU to provide any county DJFS access to electronic ̂ 'mformation on 

those customers whose service will be disconnected for non-payment" from the moment that 

DJFS sends a request for the notification and continuing into perpetuity. The proposed amended 

also is internally contradictory in that on the one hand, it requires "ongomg notification" but then 

later requires notification be made available "sunultaneous with the generation of disconnection 

notices being distributed to customers," This seems to require notice at the time ofthe 14 day 

notice, the 10 day notice and telephone calls—not "ongoing notification." DP&L proposes 

deleting this subsection in its entirety. 

2. 4901:l-18^06fBXn 

DP&L proposes that this section be modified to read as follovi^: 

Makes contact with the customer or other adult consumer at the premises ten days prior 
to discormection of service by petrsonal contact, telephone, or hand-delivered written 
notice. Companies may send tiiis notice by regular, U.S* mail; however, such notice must 
allow three calendar days for maihng unless personal or telephone contact is made prior 
to the expiration ofthe tcn-dav period, in which case three calendar days for mailing is 
not required This additional notice shall extend the date of discormection, as stated on 
the fourteen-day notice required by paragraph (A) of this rule, by ten additional days. 

DP&L proposes this modification to pennit the continuation of DP&L*s procedures as 

authorized by the Commission by Entry dated January 4,2006 in Case No. 05-1171 -EL-UNC, in 

which DP&L was granted a waiver with respect to this rule, which at the tune appeared as rule 

490hl-l8-05(B)(l). 

3. 49Ql;l-lfr-06(C)f2Ue^ 

DP&L proposes that this provision be modified as follows: 
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Tf a medical certificate is used to avoid disconnection, the customer shall be 
given the opoortunity to enter into an extended payment plan prior to the end of 
the medical certification period or be subject to disconnection at the expiration of 
the medical certification period. The mitioil pa^Tnont on the plan shall not bo duo 
until the end of thg oertification period. 

DP&L proposes the modifying language "be given the opportunity to" because an EDU cannot 

force an unwilling customer to enter into an extended payment plan when fhe customer does not 

wish to. The modifier "at the expiration ofthe medical certification period" is proposed for 

purposes of clarity. DP&L proposes striking the flnai sentence because it conflicts with 4901:1-

18-06 (CX2)(i)(3), which provided tiiat die first payment ofa payment plan must be made ''no 

later than the end date of the medical certificate." 

4- 490l;l-18-06fC)f2^m 

This provision should be modified to read "If service has been disconnected fbrnon-

navmoit..." to be consistent with other provisions of 4901:1-18-06. 

5. 4901:1-18-06 (D) 

DP&L proposes deleting this provision in its entirety. If an applicant foils to pay a 

requested deposit yet moves info the premise and takes service despite such refusal, any electric 

used is theft of service and therefore, the utility should not be required to send a 14-day 

disconnection notice to the applicant. Tn addition, the ^plicant should be responsible for the 

cost of electric used during this period. 

6. 4901:1-18-06(0 

As written, this provision removes fiexibiUty and imposes additional unnecessary 

administrative burdens on both the Commissions and the utilities. To permit the EDV to respond 

to changing circumstances, DP&L proposes this provision be modified as follows: 

The company shall mclude in its tariff its current standard practices and 
procedures for disconnection, includmg any applicable collection and reconnect 
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charges. Any oompany proposing changes to its-dkeonneotion notice shall 
submit a copy to commicsion staff for ro\iow\ 

C. 4901 ;1-1S-10 Insufficient reasons for refusing service or disconnecting 

service. 

Subsection (B) of 4901:1-18-10 prohibits an EDU from refiising service or disoonnectmg 

service to an applicant or customer for failure to pay for non-residential service. DP&L allows a 

resid^tial customer to guarantee a non-residential account. In the event ofa guarantor transfer 

of non-residential dollars to a residential account, DP&L would not be pennitted to disconnect 

without tunning afou! of this rule. To address this unique circumstance while still maintaining 

the mtent of this provision, DP&L proposes modifying the language as follows: 
Failure to pay ibr nonresidential service, unless the nonresidential service 
obligation to tjav arose pursuant to a guarantor agreement 

V. 4901:1-10-22 EDU CUSTOMER BILLING AND PAYMENTS 

This mle prohibits an EDU fi-om contracting with a check cashing business to be an 

authorized payment agent for the utility. This proposed new mle would create an undue burden 

upon DP&L and inconvenience DP&L's customers. Currentiy 15 out of S3 DP&L pay agents 

are considered check-cashing businesses under this definition. At the current 84 cents allowable 

charge it is extremely difficult to attract otiier pay agents. Losing these 15 pay agents will make 

it unduly burdensome for the v^y "financially vulnerable low-income population" which Ohio is 

trying to protect in that these customers will now need to incur the expense of traveling even 

greater distances to locate another pay agent. This provision should be deleted in its entirety 

because it creates a hardship to low-income customers, and it is unnecessary since there are other 

statutory provisions in place which better protect Ohio's financially vuhierable fixjm predatory 

lending practices. 
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